Unit 2 Extra Credit
Based on Unit 1 and 2

Use the following formula to solve questions 1 1. J’Vion is studying a new material he is interested in trying to
construct a hard hitting subwoofer out of. The polycarbonate
type material has a mass of 464 grams and a volume of
232 cm3. What is the Density of this speaker material?

2. Ms. Contreras is attempting to find a make-up product that
gives her the same natural feeling as not wearing make-up at
all. She must first determine what mass of her current makeup is she applying. She currently uses about 1.5 mL of makeup. And the density of her make-up is 0.25 g/mL. what mass of
make-up is she currently applying?

3. Have you ever struggled with trying to figure out exactly how much of something you should? Well young Mr.
Pritchett hates to waste excess soda pop, he is not a wasteful person and quite frankly, doesn’t want to waste the
money. He enjoys mountain dew, but always has left over when he buys a liter bottle. He knows that the perfect
amount of Dew for his tummy is 775 gram, but as we all know Mountain Dew is sold in liters, so this isn’t very
helpful. Mr. Pritchett researched the delicious satisfying Mountain Dew and discovered the its density to be 1.55
g/mL. Which size drink (volume) does Mr. Pritchett need to buy to still be satisfied, and have no excess. Solve for
the volume. Your answer will be in mL because the density units given are (g/mL). After you solve for V, you will need
to convert from mL to L.

4. What is the density of the irregular shaped rock shown in the image? Ms.
Trawick measured it on a scale for you, and identified the mass to be 247
grams. Use the beakers and your knowledge of the water displacement
method to find the volume so that you can solve for the density.

